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Ranked List for the post of STORE ISSUER GRADE II(NCA-MUSLIM) (Statewide)  on  

`RS.9190-14,210/- in KERALA STATE ROAD TRANSPORT CORPORATION

The following is the list of candidates for selection to the post of  STORE ISSUER GRADE 

II(NCA-MUSLIM) on RS.9190-14,210/- in KERALA STATE ROAD TRANSPORT CORPORATION, 
found suitable by the Commission and arranged in the order of merit, for recruitment against NCA 

vacancies for Muslim community. This Ranked List is brought into force with effect from 22/03/2017 
and will be valid until candidates are advised and appointed against the vacancies earmarked to 
the above community but remain unfilled due to the paucity of candidates, during the currency of 
Ranked List published on 11.03.2015 for the post notified in the Gazette dated 
30.06.2009(Category No.222/2009).  

Rank NameReg No Test Wtg Total DOB Commy Remarks

79.33 79.33 25/05/1991 M-MUSLIMSHEHIN M S1110201

79.00 79.00 17/05/1989 M-MAPPILASHIJILA KT1574652

79.00 79.00 21/09/1989 M-MAPPILASHAREENA K1484143

78.67 78.67 17/09/1988 M-MUSLIMSHAFEEK J S1087224

78.00 78.00 05/10/1992 M-MAPPILANISHAD K1606085

77.67 77.67 02/05/1989 M-MAPPILAJASILA P P1627576

76.67 76.67 25/05/1988 M-MUSLIMSAFIYA M1249907

76.00 76.00 28/05/1988 M-MUSLIMTHAJUNNISA N V1575718

76.00 76.00 20/11/1991 M-MUSLIMFAIZAL MF1107149

75.67 75.67 16/11/1989 M-MUSLIMFASEELA K M15394110

75.00 75.00 26/04/1991 M-MAPPILAJABIR P M15907311

74.67 74.67 21/05/1986 M-MAPPILASHABNA KK16289012

74.67 74.67 20/05/1988 M-MAPPILAJASEENA M14426713

74.67 74.67 01/06/1993 M-MUSLIMBISMI S J10596114

74.33 74.33 12/08/1990 M-MAPPILAJAUHARA P14828815

74.00 74.00 18/05/1977 M-MUSLIMALIPATHUMMA R10549116

74.00 74.00 02/11/1991 M-MAPPILAMUHAMMED SAJID N P17120517

73.67 73.67 06/03/1989 M-MUSLIMSALEENA S11607118

73.67 73.67 15/05/1992 M-MUSLIMALI AKBAR B15602719

73.33 73.33 30/05/1982 M-MUSLIMMUHAMMED RAFI N15954620

73.00 73.00 25/05/1987 M-MAPPILAJASNA A15539221

73.00 73.00 02/12/1987 M-MUSLIMMOURIN P J14397722

73.00 73.00 05/08/1991 M-MUSLIMHASEENA S11498023
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Note (1) :-  Candidates who wish to obtain a photocopy of their OMR answersheet(Part A &Part B) 

relating to this selection shall remit a fee of Rs.300/- in any of the Treasuries in the State 

under the head of account "0051 PSC-800-StatePSC-99 other receipts". The duly filled in 
application in the prescribed form(available from the Commission's website 

www.keralapsc.gov.in) along with the original chalan should be submitted to DEPUTY 

SECRETARY (EXAMINATIONS) - II, KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, 

PATTOM.P.O, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 695004 within 45 days from the date on which 
this ranked list is brought into force. A copy of an answerscript will be issued only once to a 
candidate. Copies of OMR answer sheets invalidated due to any defect will not be issued. 
Candidates are prohibited from applying for copy of an answer sheet which is not their own, 
and legal proceedings will be initiated against those who do so. The last date for receipt of 
applications is 06.05.2017. Applications received after the prescribed date will not be 
entertained. 

Note (2) :-    A period of 45 days time to apply for rechecking of answerscripts will be allowed to 
candidates with effect from the date on which this ranked list is brought into force. The 
candidates can avail only one chance. "Applications for rechecking of answerscripts should 
be submitted in the prescribed form available free of cost from the Enquiry sections of the 
various offices of the Commission or it's photocopy, or downloaded and printed in A4 size 
paper from the Commission's Website www.keralapsc.gov.in or photocopied there from. 
Applications submitted in any other manner will not be considered." The application for 

rechecking, along with original chalan receipt for the prescribed fee of Rs.75/- under the 

head of account "0051-PSC 105 State PSC 99-Examination Fee", addressed to DEPUTY 

SECRETARY (EXAMINATIONS)- II, KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION, PATTOM 

P.O.,THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 695004, should reach the office on or before 06.05.2017          

. Application for rechecking received after the stipulated time will not be entertained and fee 
once remitted will not be refunded. 

Note (3)  :-      "Any candidate can relinquish his/her right for appointment in writing duly attested by a 
Gazetted Officer of the State/Central Government with signature, name, designation and 
office seal. The request for relinquishment received within 15 days from the date of 
publication of  Ranked List will be honoured against the requisitions of vacancies that are 
pending with the Commission upto the finalisation of ranked list. After the publication of 
ranked list, the request for relinquishment will be considered only if such request is received 
on or before the date of receipt of requisition based on which he/she is to be advised".

( By Order of the Commission )
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